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MARAN, the latest volume from
Yehuda Azoulay’s Sephardic Legacy
Series, takes a deep, rich, and
exhaustive look into the life and
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MARAN, the latest volume from
Yehuda Azoulay’s Sephardic Legacy
Series, takes a deep, rich, and
exhaustive look into the life and
DAVE GORDON

H

acham Ovadia Yosef –
rabbi of the modern era –
custom, dayan, noted posek, scholar, author of 53 books,

“Like Nothing I Have Seen”
Entitled Maran – The Life and Scholarship of Hacham Ovadia Yosef,

much more.
Affectionately referred to by many as Maran – or “our master”
18 years old in yeshiva,” Azoulay writes, “…I was awed by the
a year ago, on the 3rd of Heshvan, October 7, 2013, leaving behind
numbers of Jews.
His funeral is believed to have been the largest in modern history,
have been unable to squeeze in.
Azoulay, author of the newly-released tome on the Torah giant.

fascinating journey through the work of one of history’s greatest
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said to myself, ‘One day I want to write about him.’ Finally, it’s here.”
What he is most enthusiastic about is the “originality of the
book and the research,” touting six years of toil, with some 80

“We read everything: online, and even controversial,” says

to light a myriad of information, anecdotes and rulings. The result is
a monumental volume that adds invaluable background and insight
into Hacham Ovadia Yosef’s life that would have otherwise never

Speaking at the Inauguration
ceremony in the Rabbi Yochanan
Ben Zakai Synagogue in the
Old City of Jerusalem.

Hacham Ovadia Yosef
observing an Etrog.

Family portrait of the Ovadia family
taken in 1924. Hacham Ovadia is
the boy on the top left.

Hacham Ovadia and Hacham Ben
Tzion Abba Shaul (far right) being
escorted from Panama Airport.

In 1947, at the age of just 27, Hacham Ovadia Yosef became the head
bet din and rosh yeshivah of Ahavah V’ahvah. The Jewish

halachic issues, including marriage, divorce and conversion. One hurdle
father’s life, in Hebrew or in any language.”
After rigorous research, Hacham Ovadia concluded that there was no
groundbreaking volume.
asked me to translate some works from Hebrew to English. I followed his
way of life and his halachah.”
While in Israel, Azoulay sat in on classes given by Hacham Ovadia

of the butchers. But he remained steadfast, and ultimately succeeded in

A Sephardic Leader in the Jewish Homeland
Jerusalem bet din
“He crosses the world within his halachic decisions,” says Azoulay.
He writes in his book that Hacham Ovadia Yosef made it his life’s
mission to turn the Shulhan Aruch
students so that those in interested in higher Torah education would not
remarked Azoulay.
Among the lesser-known areas of the sage’s work documented in the book

He mandated the use of “halak

oversight, and saw to it that utensils were immersed in a mivkeh as a
matter of course.

who were later airlifted in heroic rescues, are unquestionably Jewish.

The Meteoric Rise of a Rabbinic Sage
The book relates how already at the age of 10, Hacham Ovadia Yosef

who arrived over the course of the next 20 years, and onward, to marry
other Jews and fully integrate into Israeli society without conversion.
visited Jewish communities around the globe, leaving a tremendous

In 1932, Hacham Ovadia Yosef enrolled in Porat Yosef, the only
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Learning in the hospital.

The young Rabbi Ovadia Yosef giving a shiur in the Shaul
Tzadkah Synagogue in Bet Yisrael, Jerusalem neighborhood.

Maran with his father-in-law, Hacham
Avraham Phatal.

Hacham Ovadia giving hizuk to
Israeli soldiers.

sincerity and the gravity of the moment, and some of them were said to
mitzvah
cosmetic industry.

The Hacham with World Leaders
heads of state.

The Posek Hador –
Leading Halachic Decisor of the Generation
to halachic decision-making – alongside his truly extraordinary,

disillusionment and rejection of the authority of halachah. And thus while
In fact, Azoulay quotes Peres as saying, “I myself felt that a Torah

among many hundreds, is his ruling that although it is best for a man
not to shave, one may shave as long as the hair roots are not removed.

“An honest, straight man,” was how Hacham Ovadia Yosef described

had with another world leader. Nearly 30 years ago, Hacham Ovadia met
many Ashkenazic circles it is customary for married women to wear
of a highway directly over a Jewish cemetery where Torah sages were
should cover their hair with hats or scarves, instead.
the graveyard.
A gifted educator and statesman, Hacham Ovadia Yosef was admired
code Shulhan Aruch, who is regarded as the chief halachic authority for
Shulhan
Aruch
their halachic study.
Hacham Ovadia was committed to enhancing religious observance Torah understanding to the masses.
For the majority of his 93 years, Hacham Ovadia Yosef successfully
among the masses, rather than allowing it to remain the exclusive

understand what they are reciting. The need to lovingly reach out to
nonobservant Jews was another driving force behind his halachic

“What stuck out for me,” says Azoulay, “are his original thoughts, and

with that, he could have called it a day. But he didn’t.”
Maran – The life and Scholarship of Hacham
Ovadia Yosef
seven observant men were called, as well).
understand why Hacham Ovadia Yosef is regarded as one of the greatest
arose with the advent of advances in medicine and technology. Among Torah leaders in Jewish history.
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